
At _____________________________, we believe 
every child should be able to develop their  

human potential through sports. 

That’s why we recognize the rights below, which were developed by 
PROJECT PLAY, an initiative of the Aspen Institute Sports & Society 

Program that develops, applies and shares knowledge that helps 
stakeholders build healthy communities. 

ALL CHILDREN HAVE THE RIGHT: 
1. TO PLAY SPORTS

Children have the right to have organizations make every effort to 
accommodate their interest to participate, and to play with peers 
from diverse backgrounds.

• Providers should develop policies, practices, and partnerships to 
include youth from underrepresented populations, and create 
programs that both meet and stimulate youth interest in sports.

• Non-profits and other groups that benefit from the use of public 
facilities have a special duty to protect the right of all children to 
participate.

https://www.aspenprojectplay.org/


Here’s how we honor this right: 

2. TO SAFE AND HEALTHY ENVIRONMENTS
Children have the right to play in settings free from all forms of 
abuse (physical, emotional, sexual), hazing, violence, and neglect.

• They must be provided safe and inclusive playing facilities and 
equipment.

• While the physical nature of sports means all risks cannot be 
eliminated, programs should take precautions to protect youth 
from harm and dangerous situations.

• At all times, the best interests of the child should prevail.

Here’s how we honor this right:



3. TO QUALIFIED PROGRAM LEADERS
Children have the right to play under the care of coaches and 
other adults who pass background checks.

• Coaches also should receive training in, at a minimum:

o general concepts in coaching youth;

o sport-specific coaching;

o the emotional needs of children;

o injury prevention;

o CPR and First Aid;

o and abuse prevention.

• Children and parents/caregivers deserve to know program 
policies and procedures in these areas.

Here’s how we honor this right: 



4. TO DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE PLAY
Children have the right to play at a level commensurate with their 
physical, mental, and emotional maturity, and their emerging athletic 
ability.

• Roster sizes, rules, and equipment should be adapted to those 
levels.

• They should not be subject to inappropriate pressure or 
exploitation.

• Reasonable efforts should be made to recruit and accommodate 
youth with disabilities.

• All children should be treated as young people first, athletes 
second.

Here’s how we honor this right: 



5. TO SHARE IN THE PLANNING AND DELIVERY
OF THEIR ACTIVITIES
Children have the right to share their viewpoints with coaches and 
program administrators, and for their insights to be incorporated 
into activities.

• They have the right to identify sport options of their own interest 
and, especially with younger participants, consideration should 
be given to how much they want to train.

• Youth should be provided ample space for free play and to enjoy 
other sport, cultural and family activities.

Here’s how we honor this right: 



6. TO AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR
PERSONAL GROWTH
Children have the right to have programs invest equally in them, 
free of discrimination based on any personal or family characteristic.

• Policies on minimum playing time in games should be 
established in recognition of the evolving capacities of youth, 
with a bias, especially at the younger ages, toward roughly equal 
playing time over the course of a season.

• Programs should create balanced teams where possible and be 
judicious in creating competition formats that favor early 
bloomers to the exclusion of others.

Here’s how we honor this right: 



7. TO BE TREATED WITH DIGNITY
Children have the right to participate in environments that promote 
the values of sportsmanship, of respect for opponents, officials, and 
the game.

• They have the right to make mistakes and fail without fear.

• Policies should be established and enforced to prevent bullying 
behavior by coaches, parents, spectators, and teammates. 
Education on these matters should be provided to them, in a 
variety of formats and languages.

Here’s how we honor this right: 

8. TO ENJOY THEMSELVES
Children have the right to participate in activities they consider fun 
and which foster the development of friendships, the prime 
motivations for many to participate.



• Coaches and administrators should create the conditions to help
them find comfort and happiness, and which in turn can facilitate
a love of sport, self-learning, mastery, and sustained
engagement.

Here’s how we honor this right:

With the rights of youth as a foundation, we can 
build a better house for all of sports. 

LEARN MORE: 
AS.PN/CHILDRENSRIGHTS 

https://www.aspenprojectplay.org/childrens-rights-and-sports

	Organization name: Starlings Volleyball, USA
	Right 1: The Mission of Starlings Volleyball, USA is to positively impact the lives of at-risk girls through the sport of volleyball.  Starlings provides quality training and competition for youth who would otherwise not be able to play. The cost to participate in club volleyball has become exorbitant creating a sport environment which is 80% white affluent youth.  Starlings volleyball brings the game, along with  character development curriculum and college and career counciling to over 3500 girls every year, who would be otherwise locked out of  the sport.  Through our partnerships, Starlings opens gym opportunities in the low income communities by bringing free netting systems and balls to schools, churches, Boys and Girls Clubs, YMCAs and Salvation Army gyms where they may have a gym floor, but no volleyball set up.  The goal of Starlings Volleyball is to bring the game to as many disadvantaged youth as possible and along with it empowerment for a better life and a chance to succeed.
	Right 3: 

Many of the Starlings Volleyball, USA coaches are volunteers or receive a small stipend for their devotion.  Many of the Starlings coaches were former Starlings players, returning to make a difference in the lives of other underserved kids.  Starlings is committed to providing every training and support option available to help our "Saints".  In partnership with Art of Coaching, all Starlings coaches receive free access to a massive library of training tools and clinics.  Support from USAVolleyball, JVA and AAU, the Starlings coaches are fully trained in all areas of coaching.  All Starlings coaches receive a USAVolleyball membership where they are required to pass a background check, complete IMPACT and Safesport.  Many of the Starlings Directors are school coaches and are CPR and First Aid trained.

Positive emotional and psychological coaching of youth is a huge priority for the Starlings coaches training program. Many of our participants are victims of abuse as are some of our coaches.  Understanding the heart of a child and being able to be a positive influence in their lives is the #1 priority for Starlings Volleyball, USA.

Every Starlings player and parent receives the Starlings Parent/Player manual where all training and conduct expectations are specifically lined out with a requirement for parents and players to sign an acknowledgement that they have read and understand the content.
	Right 4: Starlings Volleyball believes that competition is good, it is the inherent objective of any sport. However, in contrast to the "Race to Nationals and D1 recruitment" that drives most volleyball programs, Starlings inspires healthy competition and develops athletes who are committed teammates, but who practice and compete outside of any other pressure than to do their very best.  Within the capabilities of each Starlings club director,  all youth who want to play will have a spot on a team and will be treated equally with equal opportunity to play in competition.  Thanks to Starlings partnerships, Starlings players practice and play with age appropriate balls, net height and practice hours.  Uniforms, although not fancy, are complete and provided by adidas for a fraction of the cost.  Shoes are often a big issue for Starlings players.  Their court shoes are often their school and play shoes, frequently handed down from an older sibling and often ill-fitted.  In 2019, in partnership with adidas, all Starlings players received a free pair of tennis shoes.  All Starlings players are invited to the annual Starlings National event in San Diego, CA.  Every effort is made to see that all Starlings are financially able to attend.  No qualification needed, just a smile and a good time. Once a year, with winners announced at Nationals, Starlings conducts an Art and Literary competition.  Starlings players from all across the country ranging ages 10-18, submit artwork and literary pieces based on the "theme" for the year. Incredibly moving presentations are made and displayed at the event and on Starlings website.  A $1,000 college scholarship is awarded to the winner in each division.

Players with disabilities are welcome to Starlings programs.  Some limitations due to the nature of the game restrict severely disabled from playing.  It is the goal of Starlings Volleyball to "positively impact lives of at-risk youth through the sport of volleyball".  There is no effort to find and recruit the best athletes in order to improve the name of the club.  That said, Starlings has sent over 800 girls to college on volleyball scholarships and has a 99% high school graduation rate.  Those are our winners :)
	Right 5: It is written into the Starlings Parent/Player manual that unless the child is under 11 years old, parents are not allowed to contact or communicate with their child's coach.  Instead, the child is to approach the coach and share their grievence and/or questions.  Starlings coaches are encourage to give them 3 answers
1. Why - most cases why they don't have as much playing time as they would like
2. What - they need to do to improve in order to have more playing time
3. Help  - them for a few minutes either before,during or after practice

If the player is still not satisfied, she is required to go back to the coach and ask again.  Finally, if there is still no satisfaction to the issue,  The child, the parent and the coach must schedule a meeting together with the Director.  Amazingly, very few of those meetings ever take place.  Starlings believes that parents need to  let their children/youth  learn to articulate their questions and concerns and work through resolving issues.  If there is a concern for the safety or well-being of their child, parents are welcomed to communicate that with the Club Director.

At Starlings Volleyball we encourage faith, family and friends, as well as participation in multiple sports.  A well rounded child, makes for a better player, teammate and eventually an adult.
	Right 6: Due to the nature of the Starlings communities, our programs are diverse and inclusive.  It is stimulating to see the Starlings Nationals event and a gym filled primarily with girls of color with white girls speckled about.  To them there is no color, just friends.

Starlings encourages equal playing time based on effort, attendance and attitude. 12 and under players are encouraged to play all positions. As the girls get older they begin their specialization, but without ever having tried to block a ball or dig behind a block or set on a dime over and over again, a player cannot appreciate their teammates skills and the challenges of their positions.

Starlings will train an exceptional athlete to the best of our ability, however if it is in the best interest of a player for her to get higher level training or competition, we work with our Sister Clubs to find her a scholarshipped opportunity to play in an environment where she will be challenged and grow if that is her desire. More often than not, players chose to stay with their Starlings teammates and get exposure to college coaches through our recruiting programs and the Starlings Nationals Showcase put on by Art of Coaching exclusively for Starlings players.
	Right 7: The Starlings Parent/Player manual specifically spells out acceptable and unacceptable conduct between players and their teammates, coaches and officials, as well as parents acceptable behavior. Consequences for unacceptable behavior are spelled out and acted upon.  Coaches are provided a wealth of training and support opportunities to develop an understanding of correct behavior while teaching, disciplining and mentoring, along with effective methods of communication, with both their players and their parents.  Starlings is looking forward to implementing the Project Play program Coaches Call through our Coaching the Heart curriculum to further support our coaches training program.

Each year at Nationals, clubs selects one player to receive the Starlings "Sprit Award". A certificate an adidas gift card is awarded to each winner. Here is a directors' description of one of the 2020 winners.

Emma is an encouraging, courageous, kind, controlled and loving spirit. She is a beacon of light to those around her and truly embodies the best of our Starlings West Spirit."

We don't have best athlete awards, just best person awards :)


	Right 2: Starlings Volleyball, USA requries each of our more than 350 coaches to complete a background check, USAV IMPACT curriculum and the Safesport course. This fall, Starlings will be implementing a required coaching curriculum called "Coaching the Heart" which will be a certification program inspired by Project Play "Calls for Coaches".  Many of the Starlings participants lead a crisis filled life.  It is the commitment of Starlings Volleyball to create not only a physically and sexually safe environment for our players, but an emotionally and psychologically secure and supportive environment as well.
	Right 8: Starlings' Coaching the Heart curriculum is specifically geared to instruct coaches on how to better understand a child's heart, what motivates them and what is discouraging.  The curriculum addresses how to build character and self-discipline while simultaneously building their self-esteem.  A challenging and complicated task.  Starlings Volleyball impresses on every coach the huge affect they have on the life of a child and therefore the responsibility they carry to be learned, caring and intentional about their coaching style and methods.  Bi-annual virtual Directors meetings along with an annual in-person Directors Conference helps club directors meet with other Starlings Directors in workshops and forums, as well as hear from experts and other, more experienced,  Sister Club directors.

Many of the Starlings participants lead a crisis filled life.  Starlings Volleyball, USA provides a safe haven, family and friends to the life of an at-risk child.  Starlings Volleyball, USA strives to create joy, security and empowerment for life in each Starlings player.


